
HOW TO WRITE A HORROR STORY INTRODUCTION

Below are step by step instructions on how write a good horror story. You can't possibly bring the resolution of conflict
before introducing the conflict.

Make simple activities look scary:everyone drinks water, takes shower and eats. In horror the ghosts and
werewolves are very, very real. He looked harmless enough. Attack your characters in their day to day
activity, let him or her see a little monster in her cup or turn the drinking water to blood, make snakes come
out of the shower instead of water or let the food turn to a human head and so on. Objects that should be
stationary move. Pour your fears into the story:while writing a horror story, think about what scares you most
and put into your writing. In fact it is part of the makeup of a horror story to have unbelievable events and
occurrences but all this must be plausible. He decided to express his interpretation on it and filmed an
unexpected and different version of the play 'Macbeth. You have to carefully structure your plot so as not
destroy your effort. The room itself seems to move. How are you going to begin? Is it great, spooky settings?
Zombies march, vampires make you join their legion, or in subtler scenarios long-dead friends or relations pay
unexpected visits. Before movies, people would purchase books of similar traumatic events to read in their
spare time for amusement. Introduce your characters: The strength of your story or the weakness as it may turn
out is dependent on the way you create your characters. This climax is the peak of the story and will determine
the success of the whole story because story depends on the climax and how the conflict is resolved. You
should also take care of your resolution. Try starting your story in different places of the whole narrative and
see where it delivers the greatest impact. Horror, however, also suggests elements of disgust and surprise or
shock. This gives the story an immediate sense of tragedy. Let them feel the environment he is and see all that
he sees. Poe has used apocalyptic imagery in many of his works Spealght  Roman Polanski is famous for his
horror and thriller - like films. She gripped the butt of the cold metal and touched his shoulder. Create a high
strung climax:As you introduce the conflict and build up the story, you must make sure your climax is really
high and interesting. Together, these produce the sense that everything is charged with ominous possibility.
Here are a few ideas with some examples from some master horror writersâ€¦.


